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ABSTRACT
In association rule mining, a transaction is a set of items called itemset, where each item represents a product or
a service that customer buy in one transaction. In an e-commerce application, an itemset represents a set of
items that a customer bought in one transaction. Frequent Itemset Mining (FIM) is a very popular data mining
approach which is essential to a wide range of applications. For a transactional database, FIM generates frequent
itemsets i.e. groups of items (itemset) appearing frequently in transactions. However, one of the drawback of
FIM is that it assumes that each item can appear only once in every transaction and that all items have the same
importance (weight, unit profit or value). To address above mentioned issues, the High-Utility Itemset Mining
(HUIM) has been defined. As opposed to FIM, HUI considers the case where items can appear any number of
times in a transaction and where each item has a weight called utility (e.g. unit profit). Therefore, mining high
utility itemset can be used to discover itemsets having a high-importance (e.g. high profit), that is called HighUtility Itemsets. An itemset is called high utility itemset (HUI) only if its utility is not less than a user-specified
minimum utility threshold minutil. Discovering or generating high-utility itemsets in transactional databases is
a popular data mining task. A limitation of traditional algorithms is that too many number of high-utility
itemsets may be presented to the user out of which some are redundant. To provide a concise and lossless
representation of results the support count measure can be considered, hence the concept of closed itemset
mining can be used.
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I. INTRODUCTION

which is more important) to the vendor. Therefore
from vendors perspective it is very important to

Mining frequent itemset basically tells us, which set

know which set of items are important to them so

of itemset are very frequent to occur in a transaction.

that they can earn maximum profit. Only those set of

Though frequent itemset mining plays an important

itemsets can be said to give maximum profit whose

role in an e-commerce application, it also has some of

utility value is either equal or higher than user

drawback such as- (1)FIM assumes that one item can

specified minimum threshold utility value. With

occur only once in a transaction, even if a buyer buys

increasing growth in e-commerce, mining high

two units of the same item it is considered as one unit

utility itemset has become an important research

only (2)FIM assumes all items same importance,

topic. Mining high utility itemset has not only its

which is not true in an e-commerce application

importance in market basket analysis but also in

because profit of every item will be different. In

mobile commerce, click stream analysis, biomedicine

frequent itemset mining we find association between

and cross-marketing.

different items that occur together very frequently.
Whereas, in utility mining we discover those set of

There are many algorithms that has been discovered

itemsets which is likely to give maximum profit(or

by many scholars for generating high utility itemsets.
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In year 2004, an algorithm called two phase[10] high

can be used to reduce the database size given

utility

below-

itemset

mining

algorithm

was

discovered.Though the algorithm was able to
discover high utilty itemset but since the algorithm
works in two phase, execution time is little high.
After Two- Phase[10] many other algorithms were
also discovered such as in year 2008 UP-Growth[1]
which was based on incremental tree structure of
itemsets, and then FHM[4] and so on.
However, an important drawback of traditional
approach is that they produce large number of high
utility itemsets out of which many are redundant.
Time consumed in calculating those huge set of
itemsets is very high. Other than this the traditional
approach will also consumes large amount of storage

Figure 1. System Architecture

space. To consider all these drawback, support count
measure of high utility itemsets can be used. Mining

High-utility

Database

Projection

(HDP).

This

high utility itemsets using support is also called

technique is based on the observation that when an

closed high utility itemset.

itemset is considered during the depth first search, all
items x does not belongs to E(a) can be ignored when
scanning the database to calculate the utility of

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL

itemsets in the sub-tree of, or upper-bounds on their
This section introduces various system modules used

utility. A database without these items is called a

in system. The aim here is to make our search

projected database.

efficient and to decrease the number of database scan.
High-utility Transaction Merging (HTM). There are

Some of the steps are given below

The Search Space- In order to create a search

some transactions that are identical to each other.

space we can select any of search space such as

Dealing with such identical transaction database will

either BFS or DFS. But since in DFS we use

only consume memory and increase the execution

depth first approach, so at each level one item
gets added to the existing itemset and at the last

time. Therefore it is desirable to merge those
transactions that are identical and update its support

level we will get complete set of itemset. This

count by increasing its value by one.

can be more clearly shown using figure 1. In
figure

2

a

set-enumeration

tree

using

lexicographical order for the set say S = {a, b, c,
d} is shown.


Scanning the Database Efficiently- Inorder to
scan the database efficiently we need to reduce
the database size. There are two methods that
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Figure 2. Set Enumeration Tree
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

IV. CONCLUSION

CHUI system is capable of calculating high utility
itemsets, can be judge on four parameters i.e.

Since mining high utility itemset from a transactional
database is comparatively difficult task than mining

memory used, execution time, number of visiting

frequent itemset. This is the reason why high utility

nodes and number of high utility itemsets it

itemset mining algorithms are slower than frequent

generates. Expected results of our system is therefore

itemset mining algorithms. Inorder to deal with

analyzed using above stated four parameters. The

above given problem, some of the techniques such as

results given in figure 3 and 4 are being calculated

efficient database merging and pruning can be used.

using a tool called SPMF tool. Since our system is

And to resolve the drawback of generating too many

more similar to CHUI-miner(both are using support

Figure 4. Comparison based on Number of High

count for pruning nodes) the expected result will be

utility itemsets generated on varying minimum

similar to what CHUI-miner is giving. From the

threshold utility itemsets in output, closed itemset

figure 3,4 and 5 we can say that CHUI-miner results

mining can be used. For evaluating and experimental

are better than CHUD and HUI-miner. In figure 3, on
X axis we have number of transactions whereas on Y

purpose, the result would be using both synthetical
and real dataset. For synthetical foodmart, mushrom

axis minimum utility threshold. Similarly in figure 4

and chess dataset can be used.

and 5 Y axis will remain same whereas X will vary for
memory and time.
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